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Nine Hundred Miles	  
 
 
 I’ve put nine hundred miles between myself and the place I grew up. 
 I measured it once on the odometer of my black, salt-stained Chevy Cobalt. The total 
distance between my Atlanta apartment and  my mother’s doorstep was nine hundred twenty-
seven miles. 
 Going to Buffalo is like going backwards; it’s telling a story in reverse. 
 The story ends with Atlanta. It ends nine hundred twenty-seven miles to the south, when I 
see the Midtown skyline rise over the curves of I-75. Almost without fail, I am overcome with 
emotions. It’s a tidy resolution. It’s a triumphant homecoming. 
 But winter is a backwards story. Barren whiteness will eventually give rise to green 
wetness in a birth that seems spontaneous – an immaculate conception. But for now it’s 
December, and an Atlanta homecoming gives way to the rolling hills outside of Knoxville, 
Tennessee. 
 Most of the trip is beautiful, and in my resistance, my regressive, uphill drag, I can barely 
believe just how beautiful. 
 The mountains are everywhere, and my ears pop as I watch tiny towns dot the valley 
through my slow ascent. I have roughly thirteen hours left on this trip. It’s morning; I’m sitting 
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on half a tank of gas so I feel pretty comfortable being in the middle of nowhere. The car in front 
of me reflects an upside down sun from its rear window, its brightness leaving purple trails burnt 
into my vision. 
 When I’m this far from Buffalo, I’m still in the planning stages. 
 Take a hot shower when I arrive tonight. Spend tomorrow - Christmas Eve - with Dad 
and Grandma, or Dad and Grandma and Bisexual Aunt Darlene, or Dad and Grandma and Fuck-
up Homeless Cousin Anthony, or whatever cast of characters they’re currently hosting in his 
house for wayward Knoxes. 
 Take a warm shower tomorrow night to wash away the smell of cigarette smoke and cat 
piss and the nameless damp aroma that old, winter-beaten homes seem to have. Wake up on 
Christmas morning with my mother, stepfather, and sisters. Mouth stilted thank-yous for gifts I 
neither need nor want, gifts that are just things to be put somewhere. 
 Take a lukewarm shower Christmas night to make up for my vapid, complicit 
consumerism. Take my Keurig machine and eighteen plastic disposable K-cups and pack it into a 
cardboard box with Styrofoam peanuts for easy transport. Meet a girl I had a fling with for 
coffee, but not at a Starbucks because I’m making some kind of statement about where I grew up 
versus where I am now, some kind of stand in the battle between strip mall and neighborhood 
haunts. 
 Take a cold shower that night because I have a girlfriend now. 
 Always, my mother will have fresh towels hanging on a rack for me in the bathroom. She 
fawns over me when I visit, and I find it disgusting. I stay out of the house as much as possible 
when I am there for the holidays. It makes her sad, which makes me sad, and I find that even 
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more disgusting. All year long she tells me she misses me over the phone, and I can't even fake 
the sentiment in return. 
 If this were network television or a coming-of-age film, we'd have a happy ending. She'd 
apologize, and I'd make peace. We'd move on in our respective ways. 
 But I'm a fucking piece of shit. I'm a know-it-all just like my father. I'm a stupid little 
bitch and she should have sent me to live with him sooner. 
 I push the pedal a little harder. I'm full of road rage, even at nine in the morning. Even 
with nearly seven hundred miles and twelve hours ahead of me, I'm already sweating the small 
stuff. I want to cut people off and flip them my middle finger. They aren't distracted mothers, or 
older folks, or lost tourists to me. They're just bad drivers in my way. I fantasize about getting 
into a physical altercation, but at my five-three and one hundred fifteen pounds, I don't have a 
winning hope against anyone but other short chicks. And that's fine. Part of me wants to get the 
shit kicked out of me. To feel my lips burst like overstuffed kielbasa against my teeth. To have 
someone mash the Polish hump on my nose back into my face, to blacken my eyes and shatter 
my jaw.	  
 Anxiety kicks in sometime around Cincinnati. I find the city a lot less ugly than its 
reputation suggests, but I'm only passing through. I cross over the Ohio River, surrounded by 
greenery and skyline, but I don't get to know the dirt under the overpasses or the tragedy in the 
slums. I don't see any crime, or torture, or abuse; nor do I want to.	  
 My phone rings, it's my grandmother.	  
 She tells me about her dinner plans and her insomnia and her health problems and asks 
when I plan to visit.	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 On the way.	  
 She is alone in the same big, empty house she's occupied for forty years. Lonely this 
Christmas because my mother won't speak to her and won't let my sisters either. She begins to 
cry as she tells me again that she doesn't know what she did wrong. I'd like to be sympathetic, 
but all I can think of is coloring at my house with her when I was maybe ten years old. We used 
my box of ninety-six Crayolas while my mother had an emotional breakdown.	  
 “I hate these fucking kids,” my mother had said, and I looked at my grandmother, and she 
looked at her coloring book, silent, as afraid of her daughter as I was.	  
 I don't have words of comfort or any response at all for my grandmother.	  
 I picture her house, so familiar, decorated with religious pictures portraying Jesus as an 
unlikely sandy-haired, blue-eyed Caucasian. My grandmother is a Catholic, a God-fearing, guilt-
ridden Catholic who divorced my mother's father despite her religious obligations. He beat her 
and it finally drove her to leave him. She got remarried before I was born to the man I called 
Grandpa.	  
 I remember the static cling of my pajama pants and the twist in my stomach when my 
mother told me that her stepfather had molested her.	  
 “She called me a liar,” she said, in between drags on her cigarette. I tried to imagine what 
that would be like. How lonely and sad it would be to have your own mother call you a liar and 
take the side of your molester. I didn't think about it for too long; my grandmother stayed 
married to him and we spent every weekend at their house.	  
 “Your mother shouldn't swear so much in front of you,” she'd say when I came over. “If 
she keeps listening to her music so loud, it's going to damage your ears.”	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 She also shouldn't have knocked me around so much, but I guess it was easier to chastise 
me for my mother's behavior.	  
 Do you see what I see?	  
 Christmas songs jingle through the hills in trillions of tiny pieces, bouncing from signal 
to radio before reassembling into auditory sense.	  
 I don't think about this phenomenon much until I'm alone, driving into the waning hours 
of the afternoon, mile after mile of farmland behind me, billboards shouting Bible verses and 
signs proclaiming that “Hell is REAL.”	  
 I don’t doubt that, after miles of driving in Ohio. Hell, I've heard, is repetition. And 
central Ohio is repetition; swallowing the hours and spanning into emptiness.	  
 Do you hear what I hear?	  
 I had a nightmare once where I found my sister dead in a cellar. Her body had decayed, 
and roots from the dirt floor had tangled up through her ribcage. I knew, somehow, that my 
mother was responsible, but when I confronted her in her place on the sofa in front of the 
television, she was nothing but a skeleton – her clothes hanging limply on her frame and a 
cigarette still burning in her ashtray.	  
 Fourteen hours is simply too long to spend alone, and I still have four hours to go. I start 
to sing loudly, and my dog perks up, nervous, from the backseat.	  
 Do you know what I know?	  
 My mother has a small frame and carries the smell of smoke around with her. She has a 
rose tattoo on the back of her hand that is faded with age but vivid in my memories of her 
backhand. Stretchmarks are her children's signature on her body; yet I, childless, have them, too. 
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I was scrawny and flat-chested until I was fifteen, an androgynous thing, and then a growth spurt 
pushed out my breasts and widened my hips. Ugly lines criss-crossed my chest and my buttocks.  	  
 Once she walked in on me when I was getting out of the shower.	  
 “Oh,” she grunted, turning around and walking out.	  
 Her attitude was stiff towards me for the rest of the day, and later that night I 
eavesdropped on her telephone conversation.	  
 I hear her and she gossips to her friend as if I am a daytime soap opera. 
 “I told her father I think she’s pregnant. You should see the stretch-marks. Big ones on 
her tits and her ass. She looks like she’s about to blow up.” 
 I am, of course, a pregnant slut. An ungrateful, pregnant slut.	  
 The semantics don't matter because I'm a deviant, and my mother doesn't know how I like 
to be slapped. I like to think she'd recoil in horror at how I beg to be choked, how I crave to have 
my lips mashed against my teeth. I love my hair pulled until my scalp bleeds, and I want to hear 
how much I deserve it. I need bruises and scratches and bitemarks.	  
 I've passed Cleveland now, and it's dirty. The fleeting daylight combined with the 
proximity of a Great Lake is making the sky gray and dragging the temperature down several 
degrees. I can see my breath in the air when I gas up one more time and inhale a few Slim Jims. I 
call home to say that I'm a few hours away.	  
 Nothing should shock me anymore, but last summer my father managed to pull it off.	  
 They lived together until I was about a year old and from what I understand, they fought 
constantly.	  
 “Your mother is the only woman I've ever hit,” he says without pride.	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 It's not that admission that I'm shocked about; it's that he tried to get custody of me when 
they split. I had always just assumed they agreed that I would stay with my mother. More 
shocking than that, however, are the circumstances surrounding their split.	  
 “We got to screaming at each other one night,” he told me. “And your mother kept 
shouting that I'd better shut up before I woke the baby up. Then you woke up. So I said to her, 
'See? You're the one that woke the baby up.'”	  
 “Then what?” I asked.	  
 “Then she tried to stab me.”	  
 “Jesus.”	  
 “Yeah. And still the court awarded her custody.”	  
 “That's insane.”	  
 “Your mother,” my father told me, “is a dangerous woman.”	  
 	  
 My mother's name is Denise, but she prefers to be called Dee. She hates her first name, 
hates her middle name, and is cyclically on and off speaking terms with the rest of her family.	  
 I once heard a story about Dee and her favorite childhood toy.	  
 Like lots of little girls, she loved to play Mommy. She had a plastic, blue-eyed baby doll 
with blonde ringlets that she took wherever she went. She dressed her up and fed with her with a 
pretend bottle. She tucked her in with lullabies. And when she was angry, Dee would throw her 
plastic baby doll into the driveway and run its face over with her big wheel.	  
 In my regressive, upside-down story, I am around two or three years old. I've learned to 
shoot at the ducks on the television with the bright orange light gun that comes with the 
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Nintendo game, and this is how the adults distract me at a party in a house I'm not familiar with. 
When I miss, which is often, a little pixelated dog pops up on the screen and laughs at me, and 
even as a toddler, this enrages me. Finally, I throw the gun, down, frustrated.	  
 “Turn it off,” I demand of anyone who's listening.	  
 Instead the ducks continue to fly and the dog continues to laugh and the game continues 
to loop with endless, maddening mockery.	  
 “Turn it off!” I insist, and when I'm ignored again, I scream it:	  
 Turn it off, turn it off, turn it off, until I am yanked by the arm mid-scream as my mother 
drags me into a bathroom and shuts the door.	  
 We're going to have a talk, but I'm two or three years old and I know what that means.	  
 We're going to have a little talk, and I scream louder, and Dee hits my ass, my face, my 
head – open palm, closed fist, anywhere, anything, just to make me shut the fuck up, and our 
discussion is noise without words, it's pleas and cries and loud, empty smacking sounds.	  
 We stop one more time to gas up, and my dog hops out of the car right into the mud.	  
 “Get into the grass,” I snarl at him, yanking his leash. He crouches down, and now he 
won't walk or do his business or move at all. He just stares at me, cowering.	  
 I am your mother, and you are going to listen to me.	  
 I flare my nostrils and exhale through my nose before I move another muscle. Then I pick 
him up and put him back in the car. I climb into the back seat with him for minute. I've cleaned 
out my car and it seems cool and austere back here, the way the moonlight bounces off the snow 
in the parking lot.	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 It seems silly to save the space for gifts, wasting gas on added weight only to get to 
Atlanta and toss everything into the dumpster at the end of our gravel lot. Matching scarf and 
glove sets to say “I care.” Wool socks that betray little consideration for the fact that I live in a 
warm, southern city. A shiny appliance that won't fit on my limited counter space. I'll carry it 
home anyway.	  
 When I arrive in Buffalo, it's barely nine, and if I've wasted time on the road, I can't tell.	  
 I drive through the neighborhood I grew up in before I show up at my last home. I stop in 
front of my old apartment and watch its darkened windows.	  
 It's a housing project on the decline, but even it seems at peace when surrounded by 
unbroken snow. Four-unit apartment complexes sit in uniform row after row adjacent to the 
highway. Buzzing electrical towers wind through the neighborhood, and I listen to their hum, 
remembering a magazine article that my grandmother gave my mother discussing the possibility 
of a link between living near electrical power lines and an increased risk of childhood cancers. 
The windows in that building provided skyline views of those towers, and I used to army-crawl 
under them to avoid exposure.	  
 I have not lived in that apartment since I was a teenager, but even twelve years later I 
dream about it fairly regularly. The dreams are strange – dreadful, in a sense, but usually not 
quite scary. I am in that apartment, trying to dress, but I can’t get away from all of the open 
windows that are letting the outside world watch. I am trying to shower, but suddenly I have no 
walls or doors and I’m standing as naked, wet, and ashamed as Eve. I am trying to relieve myself 
but door after door there is no restroom, nowhere to go, nothing to do but suffer.	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 Now, as I watch, a light goes on in one of the windows, and it's unsettling. I wouldn't 
want to be watched if I were on the inside. I start the car back up and drive away.	  
	  
 Dee kicked me out when I was sixteen.	  
 It was, if I recall correctly, our last physical altercation.	  
 I knew she was frustrated because all of her snooping, all of her digging through my stuff 
and listening in on my phone conversations, had yielded nothing she could use against me. I had 
started taping pieces of my hair to the ends of my drawers or the doors of my cabinets. It's a trick 
I read in a novel once: If someone opens the drawer or door, it breaks the hair. I had been finding 
a lot of broken hairs around my room, but it was really just for my own information. I had 
stopped keeping anything that I wanted to stay private at home a long time before that.	  
 In my bedroom, behind my closed door, I spoke to my first girlfriend in a low voice over 
the phone. “I'm coming over tonight. I told my mom that I'm going to my dad's.”	  
 After hanging up, I opened the door to find my mother standing there, such a tiny 
woman. Such a big presence.	  
 “You're not going there. You're never going to see her again.”	  
 “No.” I began to throw a bag of clothing together. She tore it out of my hands and threw 
it across the room.	  
 “You're not going anywhere.”	  
 I pushed past her down the stairs and into the kitchen, but she was right behind me. I 
reached for the door and she shoved me against the wall.	  
 I shoved her back. “Get the fuck off me.”	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 She raised her hand to hit me upside the head but I put my own hands up to stop her and 
clenched my fists.	  
 Most people do not punch their parents. The average person has never taken her fist and 
slammed it into her mother's jaw. But I'm crazy. I'm a fucked-up nut job. I'm gone, and she never 
wants to see my face around here again.	  
 I punched my mother in the mouth and she shoved me out the door, slamming it in my 
face. “You're gone,” she said. “And I never want to see your face around here again.”	  
 For a few months, we didn't speak at all. I stayed with my dad and called from his house, 
but no one answered. Apparently I had committed the ultimate sin.	  
 Then one night, she called. Her voice sounded thin and slightly nasal. It reminded me of 
how my own voice sounds to me when I hear it in a recording.	  
 “You should come home,” she said. She phrased it as a command, but it was really a 
plea. “You belong here.”	  
 “No.”	  
 Then, weaker: “Please.” Still a statement.	  
 “No.”	  
 She cried, hard, while I listened in silence.	  
 	  
 Nine hundred and twenty seven miles.	  
 I pull into my mother’s driveway and cut the engine. My back is stiff and my feet are 
numb. Tiny crystals of frost have collected on the windows of the house. I slide my key into the 
side door. It looks like Dee left the light on for me.	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 Recently, she told me that she wanted to be a grandmother. She asked when I would have 
kids and I joked that it's expensive to buy a baby. In reality, I question my ability to be a parent. 
I've hardly learned how to treat a dog. I wonder what kind of person I'd create if I had my own 
child to raise. From here, it looks possible. It's a normal house with normal furniture. Standard 
light bulbs hide in the lamps. Affection and violence are separate, and loved-ones are cried for at 
funerals. We paint the walls this way; not yellowed layers of smoke but notches on a door-frame 
marking height, generation after generation.	  
 None of us has found redemption, and loose ends tangle up on each other like wayward 
threads in a sweater. Like chromosomal mistakes, we produce copy after genetic copy of errors 
until our weaknesses are glaringly obvious, even to ourselves.	  
 Atlanta glows like a beacon some nine hundred miles away, begging me to return to its 
warmth, my new patterns, and my healthy habits.	  










 The inside of an atom is mostly just empty space, and now you know how this story ends.  
 I wore a gray knit dress to the Roxy to protect myself from the empty space; from the 
cold in the dead of a Buffalo winter. In simpler times, the Roxy was unpretentious games of pool 
and ten nineteen-year-olds squeezing together around a karaoke mic for Bon Jovi. Now, it is 
more cocaine than camaraderie, more salaciousness than celebration, but some stories just 
require the glory of a dive bar and my tongue in a stranger's mouth. I ordered gin and tonics. 
 In certain corners where unpretentious pool was still played, Kelly was the wild-haired 
brunette that paused to make eye-contact before flicking her wrist and connecting the cue with 
the ball. She set her cue down and approached, flipping her curly hair back with both hands. 
 “Hi,” she said. 
 “Hey,” I replied, sipping my gin and tonic. 
 “Can I buy you a drink?” 
 “I already have one,” I said, shaking it so the ice sloshed around, cube against cube, 
atoms hitting atoms. 
 “When you’re finished?” 
 It seemed a direct relationship, then, that the less gin and tonic I had in my glass, the 
closer we moved to each other, her arm first around my waist, then my hands in her hair, and 
finally, her lips to my earlobe. 
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 “What was your name again?” She murmured. 
 She leaned over the bar, and after a minute, held another drink out to me with hands that 
were fragrant with the scent of her hair. My own hands took away the warm earth scent; natural 
and clean.  
 I drank, and told her my story. I drank, and tipped the strippers on top of the bar as she 
tipped her head back for free tequila. I drank, and danced with her, white arms outstretched in a 
dark room, floating and trailing brightness like an acid trip. I drank, and when I kissed her I 
tasted whisky and garlic. 
 “You're pretty like an alien,” she said, and I went home with her. 
  
 It was a Sunday later that week, and I’d had two glasses of wine. 
 I watched Kelly as she settled back on her bed. I had already noticed how often she 
would throw her head downward in that exaggerated motion, grab her hair with both hands, and 
toss her great mass of brunette curls back behind her head. It seemed, then, that movement was 
her neutral state, and I was there learning how to dance. 
 In her room, an open suitcase was on the floor, overflowing with clothing. She was 
visiting from New York City for the holidays, she explained, and hadn’t bothered to unpack or 
separate dirty laundry from clean. It was her old room in her childhood home, and that would 
have been obvious even if she hadn’t told me. Family photos and old trophies lined the walls and 
the shelves. 
  She bounced up from the bed to show me her softball pictures. 
 “I used to be a blonde!” 
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 I could barely spot her as she pointed to the photo before she tossed it aside and picked 
up a worn Stephen King paperback. 
 “Do you read?” 
 She sat back down next to me on the bed and began to flip through the pages.  I watched 
her hands, bone beneath flesh, as they flexed and curled in such a way that the tiny creases in her 
skin seemed to disappear. I watched her thumb let loose one page at a time, until I looked up and 
realized she wasn’t looking at the book at all. 
 My nose inches from her nose, I felt like I should have something to say. Instead I 
waited, breathing, taking in the scent of childhood homes and softball trophies mixed with earth 
and ozone and New York City. 
 She laughed, so I laughed, too. 
 “I’m really reaching here,” she said, and only then did it dawn on me that she was 
waiting to be kissed.  
 I kissed her slightly open lips. It was imperfect, and our teeth connected. She laughed, so 
I laughed, too. 
 
 For the next several days, it was bars and coffee shops and ski-jacketed passersby 
breathing moist clouds into the cold Buffalo air outside the windows. I tried to count the seconds 
just to slow the minutes down, but the sunlight faded anyway. 
 I can see us as if we had been caught on a time-lapse camera. The sun zooms over us as 
blurs enter and exit around us, chattering nonsensically and gesturing wildly and spilling coffee 
that dries at once in sticky puddles. 
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 Kelly jerks her head to look at me and bats her eyelashes rapidly and her hands move on 
my arms and pull on my clothing and caper with the disposable coffee cups until she has broken 
them down into their fundamental components of paper and plastic and cardboard. 
 Eventually, the film slows as my memory catches up. 
 “Let’s go to my place,” she said, because her bedroom was our reward for burning 
daytime. I drove, and she messed with the knobs on my radio, and we found a song to remind us 
of each other. 
 I sang to her as we pulled up into the driveway. I sang as the stairs to her room spun 
under my feet. 
 “Just put your hands on me and hold me,” she replied. “Just put your fingers in me and 
hold me just like that.” 
 I did as she asked, blood moving from my core to fill my capillaries and light my 
extremities like a forest fire. If I failed, that night, to rescue limbs and hair and fragrant hands 
and gray knit dresses, it's only because the compound molecules in volatile gases were bursting 
apart, and there was not enough whisky or wine or flesh or tongue to absorb the energy that 
resulted. 
 “I don’t know what to do,” Kelly said, and I wondered what could cause such concern, if 
I’d somehow spilt my emotions around us, crimson and sticky and staining, or if it was my arms 
tangled in hers like roots gone wild. 
 It didn’t matter anyway, because the women just came to her. 
 “The women,” she said. “They just come to me.” 
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 It was a warning, and I knew this, even as I bloomed like poppies out of place on white 
linen. 
 “This isn’t what I do,” I said, but I didn’t mean it.  
 What else could be said? She had the best intentions. 
 “I have the best intentions,” she said. “There's not a mean bone in my body. Ask my 
family,” she said. “Ask my friends” 
 “Will you think of me when you're in Atlanta?” She asked. 
 “Does it matter?” I said, but I didn’t mean it. I’d already given her what she wanted and 
the rest was just my undignified heart pumping undignified blood and neural patterns firing 
away, confusing pleasure and love and sex and infatuation. 
 
 It was the small hours of New Year’s Day when the affair came to an end. I had spent the 
night fighting sleep, alternating between accidental slips into slumber and inhaling the earth; the 
sweat and the sweetness and the sex implied by the scent of the curly mane spread out on the 
pillow next to me. 
 She had hinted the night before that I should be gone before her parents woke up, so at 
six a.m. I reached over the side of the bed to find my pants. I looked over at Kelly, her eyes 
closed, bare back flawless in the dim light. I pushed myself off to lift myself off the bed, and she 
reached over and grabbed my arm. Pulled me back to her, her mouth next to my ear. 
 “No,” she said. “Stay. Never leave, never leave.” 
 Did I leave? I must have. I awoke sometime later in the day, in the guest bedroom at my 




 I came back to Atlanta a scientist. 
 I tried to replicate the experiment. I tried to duplicate the chain of code, to unlock the 
combination that would yield the eccentric whose hair I could wrap around my fingers in a curly 
knot. 
 I came back to Atlanta an artist. 
 I lived in a one-bedroom apartment with bare white walls and beige carpet. I tried to paint 
the walls a crimson grid to match the brick of Brooklyn, white-outlined and stained with graffiti 
and bird shit. 
 I came back to Atlanta a storyteller. 
 I saw every picture of her girlfriends, those she rode through Manhattan on the back of 
her scooter, those she took to Europe, those she sunned herself bronze with on the beach. I 
planted her in every corner of my apartment, and when she grew, we traveled, too, from one 
room to the next. My ceiling was decorated with our slide-show when I would lie on my back 
and project us from my skin. 
 I came back to Atlanta an asshole. 
 The women, they were pretty like aliens, like grasshoppers, they tasted of seawater and 
cigarettes and some of cherry Chapstick. I don’t remember their last names, but I remember the 
patterns their fingers traced on my back as I fell asleep.  
 Emma had curly hair and wide eyes and a Jersey accent. We pillow-talked about women 
and heartbreak and the city. I told her I didn’t want a relationship. Donna was big, pretty, and 
Jewish. Dark-haired and dark-complected. We slept together a handful of times until I made a 
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joke in poor taste. We stopped seeing each other. Amy was African-American. Her nipples were 
pierced and she had a tattoo on the small of her back. She could have been a model but she was 
short. She told me she didn’t believe in love. Marilyn was three years younger than me and had 
just come out to her parents. We had very little in common but she fell in love with me anyway. 
She told me this via email after I broke her heart. Hannah was a skinny blonde who wore too 
much makeup. I took her out with my friends and she drank until she couldn’t stand up anymore. 
When I told her she couldn’t come home with me again, she spat in my face. Natalie was tall, 
taller than any girl I’d ever been with. I called her “girlfriend” for a little while. Together, we 
counted out how many we’d had, and I felt ashamed. We tried to stay friends but it didn’t work 
out. I never slept with Michelle but I may have teased at it. Eventually, I started breaking our 
plans. She emailed and called and sent me texts, and then she stopped. 
 Some had freckles. Some had moles. Some had birthmarks. Some didn’t shave. Some had 
terra-cotta-colored nipples and invisible areola and coral hair between their legs. Some wanted 
more than one night; some didn’t want anything more at all. They were teachers and nurses. 
They were accountants and account managers. They worked retail and government jobs. Some 
were artists, some were writers. Maybe they wrote about chemistry and oxygen and compound 
molecules bursting apart. 
 I cut my hair off, then I let it grow some more. I bought a scooter so I could feel the wind 
rush by my face as I zipped through traffic in the city. I met girls in bars and introduced myself 
as “Junior,” and when they put their hands in my hair, I put my lips to their ears and told them 






	   	  
	   I say I grew up in Buffalo, but technically it was a town adjacent to Buffalo: A town 
called Cheektowaga that I wouldn't exactly characterize as a suburb, because the word “suburb” 
evokes images of green lawns and cul-de-sacs and quiet, two-story homes with unlocked doors. 
 Cheektowaga has some of those things, in moderation, but it is also home to The Buffalo-
Niagara International Airport, the mammoth Walden Galleria mall, and hosts Interstate 90 
straight through its center. Cheektowaga is its own city; a dirty, cold city mashed between 
Buffalo and superior townships on all sides. It's as much Polish-Catholic as greater western New 
York is Italian, as evidenced by a quick browse of a local phone book: Adamczak, Budziszewski, 
Felski, Zgoda.  
 Most of the people I grew up around are fiercely proud of both their heritage and their 
hometown. I'm fairly neutral about both; in fact, after several years of living in the southeast, I 
find western New York to be a strange, alienating place. Once a booming steel city and busy port 
on the Great Lakes, what's left in Buffalo now is the aftermath of migration: a population shrunk 
to just over a quarter million from over a half million in 1950, comprised of retired blue-collars 
and their progeny. 
 It's difficult to put my finger on what I find so alienating about the area, but it's been said 
that writing is an act of discovery. Maybe my underlying prejudices and my deepest insecurities 
will unveil themselves in these pages, and I'll see that I, too, shift my vowels in that strange 
inland North American way, support my sports teams even when they are professional-league 
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jokes, and ache to plant roots lakeside and stay comfortable rather than brave the new and 
unfamiliar. 
 But right now, the unfamiliar is familiar and the comfortable turns my stomach. 
 It starts with a smell. 
 A cold, wind-burnt non-aroma that blows from the frozen lake and sticks to the hair in 
your nose. When you're happy and relaxed, you learn to ignore it. When you're staring out the 
window itching to run but for miles and miles it's only snow, you sniff the air and think Will it 
ever warm up again? 
 That smell is winter. Cabin-fever. Entrapment. 
 Will you ever thaw out again? 
 This is the question that I know is in my mother's mind when she calls from Buffalo. 
 She hems and haws. 
 Three minutes. “How is your weather?” 
 “Rainy,” I reply. 
 Seven minutes. “So nothing new?” 
 “Not since yesterday.” 
 Fifteen minutes. I hear her drag on her cigarette and she clears her throat. 
 “He and I are having problems,” she says, as if I asked. 
 “Oh.” 




 “You don't sound like you care,” she says, and I want to tell her that's not the case, that 
not only do I not care, but I am deeply, profoundly uninterested in her awful life. I keep my 
mouth shut. 
 “Why do you always blame me for everything?” She asks, but I'm already thinking about 
her first husband: not my father, a man named Larry, a drunk with a dark mustache, the bronzed 
skin of a summertime construction worker, and bleary yellow eyes. They were married for less 
than two years. He hit her, but not in front of us. He was awful, but so was she. I realized I was 
justifying his abuse. 
 Did I feel guilty? 
 There was another Larry before him; an opposite of sorts. Blonde-haired, blue-eyed. I 
remember missing him a lot when she kicked him out. She had talked about marrying him. 
 There was Jeff, a short Italian man who used to surreptitiously slip me money through the 
car window before I'd pull out of the driveway. She had talked about marrying him. 
 There was Bryan. Or maybe Brian. He was ten years younger than she and ten years older 
than me. When she broke up with him she hinted that she was afraid of his gun for no reasons I 
could deduce. She  had talked about marrying him. 
 There were others that didn't move in. There were Johns and Peters and Waynes. There 
were Tims and Tonys and Tommys. And in between them all, there were winters. 
 “Why do you hate me so much?” She whines, but another question pads around in the 
gray matter of my brain, errant and scheming, and like an animal on the loose, I just can't seem 
to wrap my arms around it. 
 Instead, I think about the smell of Buffalo. 
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 I come home to Atlanta with it on my clothes, in my hair, clinging to my suitcase. Cold 
air and stale smoke. In the stiff, square box we called an apartment, the years had stained the 
walls yellow and dirtied the windows. In the macrocosm of Buffalo's dying economy and 
unspent potential was the microcosm of my mother's broken life. 
 In childhood pictures, she exudes a sweetness and innocence that hurts to look at. Her 
eyes are the same, recognizable as her mother's, and now mine, and teeth a little too big for her 
mouth.  
 I have my mother's eyes and cheekbones. I have her insecurities and keen ability for 
manipulation. I have her rage; a woman's rage against man, a deaf, dumb, blind thing that knows 
no logic and only quits when it has exhausted itself. 
 I have her paranoia and distrust.  
 The animal paces in the gray matter, sniffing around darkened hallways and dusty, 
unused corridors. 
 In the stiff, square box we called an apartment, the walls were paper thin, and at nine or 
ten years old, I stood listening at the doorway of my bedroom. 
 My mother has been fighting with my stepfather, and the sounds of screaming have given 
way to low voices, punctuated by my mother's sobs and quiet protests. Somewhere, on some 
night, the police may have been called, but not tonight. No sirens will break up the quiet of the 
neighborhood; no cruisers will pull up over the oil-streaked driveways; no tired-looking officers 
will knock on a door that will only open a few inches anyway. 
 Instead, low voices give way to an unmistakable rhythmic sound. My mother's crying 
sounds hollow and sad, but there is nothing for me to do but to turn out the light and wait it out. 
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Beneath the confusion and fear creeps another feeling, furling itself around her stomach and 
squeezing. Disgust. Shame. 
 Will you ever thaw out again? 
 I used to try to have boyfriends, way back in high school. I never  knew how to handle 
male attention. You flirt, because that's what they understand, right? You fuck them, because 
that's what they expect, right? You don't look them in the eye for either, because what's 
important is on your chest and between your legs and not much else matters. 
 Coming out as a lesbian was a bit of a relief, though I'm not sure it's even the most 
appropriate label for what or who I am. My last boyfriend was a big Italian jock named Eric, a 
guy I still consider a friend. He ingratiated himself to me with his shy, sweet demeanor. Sex 
didn't work out between us, and to my amazement at the time, he cared about me anyway.  
 I brought him to my mother's Labor Day cookout one year. Sweat formed on his brow as 
he stood in the sun grilling with a beer in one hand. “Cheers,” I said, clinking my bottle against 
his. This is nice, I thought. This could be okay. 
 “What's going on between you two?” My mother asked, dragging the last word out in an 
exhale of smoke as my eyes adjusted to her dim kitchen. 
 “Nothing, why?” 
 “Nothing,” she mocked. “You need to get laid. Maybe you'd loosen up.” 
 For a moment, I had almost forgotten we were trash, blown up against the highway like 
plastic bags, washed up from Lake Erie like rotting fish. 
 At the end of the cookout, her hug lingered on Eric, and her invitation lingered in the 
room: drop by anytime if there is ever anything you need. 
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 Why do you hate me so much, and now the animal in my brain is stalking its prey in ever-
tightening circles, closer and closer, ready to pounce: 
 “Was I molested?” 
 I can't believe the words left my mouth, and the silence isn't proof either way; maybe I 
imagined the whole thing. 
 “I don't know,” my mother says after a long pause, and it doesn't matter anyway, because 
I  have imagined the whole thing; it's a made-up conversation that takes place in my  head again 
and again but has never been woven into our elaborate tapestry of dysfunction. 
 So we continue not to know, and it doesn't matter anyway because I remember the taste 
of the spit of the neighborhood boys that I kissed, sometimes in the trees behind our complex, 
sometimes underneath an overturned kiddy-pool with the suffocating smell of plastic around us, 
sometimes on the back of the school bus with the concrete neighborhood receding in the window 
behind us. 
 It doesn't matter anyway, because I was alone enough to remember the sound of my 
mother's tires in her tired Oldsmobile spinning out of the driveway after I'd gone to bed, six, 
seven, eight years old. I remember men passed out on the couch, the smell of booze and body 
odor enough to temporarily drive away the scent of smoke and cold, stale Buffalo. Chunks of 
vomit in the sink and sweat-stained sheets trailing out into the hallway from my mother's 
bedroom. Boyfriends and friends and friends' boyfriends and always someone my mother's age 
or younger – she's only two decades older than I am – to tell me how pretty I am or to shake the 
tears out of me. 
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 If I rewind a little, I can stop my mental film reel at the point where I began avoiding sex, 
where my body doesn't do what I want it to do, where relationships became a slow burn from the 
inside-out, rather than the hot, exploding things of my mother. 
 Was I? But it doesn't matter, because it's laid out in the spatter of oil on concrete, it's laid 
out like trash spilling out of bags on a sidewalk. It's unopened credit card statements and used 
condoms and Twinkie wrappers and empty cases of Labatt Blue. In the oppressive cold air of 








 My father is dying. 
 He never had great teeth, not even when he was healthy, back when his abs were tight 
and his muscles thick under a t-shirt and long cut-off shorts. Now that his stomach protrudes 
from under his large sweatshirts and his hair grows wild under a baseball cap and thick Coke-
bottle glasses, his teeth are worse. Several have already come out. 
 I didn't inherit my father's dental hygiene habits. I did inherit his addictive personality. 
 We speak only rarely, but it's not because we don't get along. When we do speak, it's 
obvious that each of us is too concerned about the other worrying to say how we are really doing. 
 I am fine, I tell him. Just a little stressed out. 
 My health bothers me, he tells me. But I will be alright. 
 Often enough, I avoid his calls because I'm too embarrassed to admit that I'm at the bar 
again. When I dilute the blood in my veins it's not because I've forgotten that some of it is his. 
 When I was a child, he'd force me to read, whether it was homework or leisure reading. I 
remember practicing vocabulary words written on a pink dotted line between two large blue 
lines. 
 “Sound it out.” 
 “I don't know how.” 
 “Yes, you do. Sound it out.” 
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 “Cruh. Cray-on. Crayon.” 
 “Good. Now write it here.” 
 He'd point to the five blank lines below the word; five daunting, empty lines, as perfectly 
straight as my baby teeth. 
 “No, now that doesn't even look like an R. Erase it and do it again. Here, I'll show you.” 
 His insistence on getting it right made my mother angry, which made me angry. I always 
hated that he'd hand me books to read even when I didn't have homework. 
 My father is a writer, too. He writes music and poetry and he used to be a pretty decent 
guitar player. I never had much of an interest in learning when he tried to teach me the chords, 
stretching my fingers into uncomfortable barre positions, the strings pushing painfully on my 
soft, uncalloused fingers. I try now. I use online tutorials and lesson books and I wish I had paid 
more attention when I was a kid. 
 I lived with him for a few years beginning when I was sixteen. I mostly came and went as 
I pleased because he trusted me. I was a good kid – I didn't really start drinking much until 
college, and I wasn't into any drugs. I remember being mildly shocked by one of his few 
reprimands. I was wearing hip-hugging jeans and a shirt that rode up my stomach just a little. 
 “What's that?” He said, pointing at my hip. 
 “What? Nothing.” 
 “Let me see.” 
 I pulled up my shirt to reveal my first tattoo. 
 “You got a tattoo? You didn't ask me? Hell, were you even going to tell me?” 
 “Are you kidding? I'm an adult.” 
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 “No, you're not. Just because you're smart doesn't mean you know what to do with your 
body yet.” 
 I was offended, but he was disappointed. That seemed worse than his implication that I 
was too juvenile to make such decisions. 
 Someday I'd be a drunk. I'd be a self-loathing, anxious addict with debilitating bouts of 
depression, and I'd insist it wasn't his parenting. I'd swear to him that I thought he was a good 
man. And I do. But when I was a teenager, I thought I knew everything, because it is the intrinsic 
nature of teenagers to think their parents are wrong. 
 Back when we were rich with health and time, back before our respective conditions 
began to deteriorate and death stopped being an “if” and became a “when,” we made art; I with 
my terrible poetry and amateur rhyme-schemes, he with his guitar and ability to call my poems 
“lyrics” with sincerity. He'd count out a rhythm, and maybe I'd speak over his strumming or 
maybe I'd get shy and there would be one false start, two false starts, three, and then we'd just 
quit and talk about our idols. 
 Our name, Knox, is a big name in Buffalo, though we share no known blood connections 
with the noteworthy Buffalo Knoxes. Perhaps if we did, they would have been drunks instead of 
entrepreneurs and businessmen, penniless screw-ups instead of wealthy philanthropists. Perhaps 
if we did, we would have been heirs to wealth and status instead of addiction and dysfunction. 
When I dilute the blood in my veins, it isn't because I've forgotten where it comes from. 
 We liked to pretend that we were high-society when we would escape the summer heat at 
the Albright-Knox art gallery, but it was always too cold inside and my father would give me his 
flannel, revealing our class in the yellow sweat-stains on his t-shirt. I don't believe I retained 
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much about fine art from our visits, but I remember the impressionism, the abstract, the 
sculptures – and especially the pointillism, which always fascinated me the most. Tiny gold and 
green dots, barely discernible to the discerning eye, created sun-soaked fields of grass and rolling 
hillsides, browns and reds and whites created people that looked like people of brown and red 
and white, holding hands or picnicking or traversing those hillsides. 
 What a metaphor, I'd think. From the right distance, you see people. Normal people in a 
normal setting, doing normal things. But up close, they break down into their fundamental 
components – in this case, dozens of dots – and the illusion of a cohesive whole is shattered. We, 
too, were not wholes but cells, with exponential possibility for error and breakdown, for 
degeneration and disease. 
 When he took me in to live with him, it was because my mother couldn't handle the truth 
of my sexuality, the truth of my teen-ages, the truth of my independent person-hood. We drove 
through the city, he silent, I slouched and weeping in the passenger seat. Beautiful people made 
beautiful noise on the radio, but I couldn't hear them. 
 “I'll talk to your mother,” he said, knowing only that we had the ultimate blow-out and I 
needed a place to stay. 
 “Before you do, I think we should talk.” I swallowed, amazed that even in a crisis I could 
sound like a little girl. 
 “Okay.” 
 “I have something to tell you.” 
 “I think I know what it is.” He patted my back. 
 “You do?” 
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 “Yes. You're gay, right?” 
 “How did you know?” 
 “I figured because you don't seem interested in men. And you and Krissy act like 
girlfriends.” 
 He knew that I was, it was that simple. So simple that it was out there, and all that needed 
to be said was said, and so he launched into a political discussion as he was likely to do when the 
mood was right. How he didn't used to think civil unions were so different but now he sees they 
are. How he doesn't think my mother is even conservative, just ignorant and uneducated. 
 “Maybe she feels responsible,” he said. 
 “Maybe.” 
 “But they say it's genetic. Maybe I'm the one responsible.” 
 I snorted a laugh through my tears. 
 “I had a crush on a boy when I was a kid. I was completely obsessed with him. I don't 
think I thought of it as sexual at the time, but I was just a child. Then I hit puberty and it never 
happened again.” He swung the car into the driveway. “So maybe you got it from me.” 
 My father, the queer. 
 He taught 7th and 8th grade English at a Buffalo public school, and I used to help him 
grade papers. Some of the kids were solid A or B students, but I learned to recognize the others, 
too. Some did the work very poorly and some didn't do it at all. A few took the time to leave my 
father messages on their papers: 
 “Fuck you.” 
 “Mr. Knox is a faggot.” 
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 “Suck my dick.” 
 I showed my father these scrawls and he just sighed. I couldn't imagine the fuck-it-all 
attitude it would take to do that. I was offended for my father, but I was also angry on a more 
visceral level: I was angry that there were people out there that didn't play by the rules that we all 
had to play by, that violated the social contract of politeness and political correctness. 
 We put our money together that summer and bought me a car. It was a 1990 Oldsmobile, 
and it seemed as big as a tank compared to his Neon. The once-blue paint was peeling to reveal 
primer all over the hood and the doors, and so I liked to call it the Leper. The Leper had a digital 
dashboard that worked only some of the time, and it was a game to guess how fast we were 
going. The interior, to me, always smelled like crayons for some reason. I threw a shiny rainbow 
sticker on the back. When I went off to college, he totaled his Neon in an accident and so drove 
the Oldsmobile around without bothering to take off the rainbow sticker. At first he was 
confused by the occasional random honks and shouts, he said, but then he thought it was funny. 
 He had a few girlfriends that I can remember over the years, and the last one was when I 
was a teenager. She broke his heart, and he hasn't dated in twelve years. Recently, he told me 
that he'd like to find someone to make him happy. Stupidly, I projected my own relationship 
foul-ups onto him: 
 “You can't depend on a relationship to make you happy.” 
 “I think you can go into a relationship with a reasonable expectation that it will make you 
happy.” 




 “Look, I don't want to be alone. I don't want to die alone.” 
 I shut up. Who wants to die alone? 
  
 My father had always been a fit and athletic young man. He broke his finger once playing 
football, and it sat awkwardly next to the rest, just a bit bent and twisted. It and his less-than-
perfect teeth had been the only signs that his body wasn't in top condition until his early twenties 
when he was lounging on the hood of a car. In my imagination, it was a warm day, and he and a 
few friends were smoking a joint and having a beer. He moved to stretch out and lie back, and 
found he couldn't lower his head completely so that it was touching the surface. 
 Over years – over decades, really – doctor after doctor told him nothing was wrong, that 
he needed to be more active, that he needed to stretch more. By the time I came to live with him, 
his neck was no longer capable of pivoting his head on his shoulders, and he needed to turn his 
entire upper torso to look to the side. 
 Ankylosing spondylitis is what it's called, and it's an arthritic disease that has a better 
prognosis when diagnosed early. Physical therapy helps, as do anti-inflammatory drugs, unless 
the disease progresses to the point where it fuses the bones in the spine together, as is what 
happened in my father's case.  
 Painkillers also help, and they were the answer to the severe pain that radiated from a 
mystery source in my father's back. I never even knew he was a Loritab addict. By the time he 
revealed his secondary illness to me, he was already addicted to heroin. 
 I was supposed to help him recover but recovery was a bed and a vomit bucket. Recovery 
was writhing and moaning and the sweats and the shakes and it terrified me so I began staying 
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with my girlfriend. Once, when I was visiting from college, he seemed to be doing much better. 
He was in good spirits and lively and lucid. 
 I sat in the passenger seat of the Leper. “We need to make a stop,” he said. 
 We drove past his neighborhood in south Buffalo, through streets of run-down duplexes 
and drug stores with bars on the windows. We stopped in a neighborhood I didn't know. 
 “I'm going to leave the keys with you. Lock the doors and if anyone approaches the car, 
drive away.” 
 I took the keys. My brain wouldn't process. 
 He limped up to a house with dirty windows and a rusted van in the driveway, and looked 
around before knocking on the door. 
 I looked around, too, and I finally understood. My father was buying product, and I was 
sitting in his dirty car in this dirty neighborhood watching him do it. 
 He carried on in the driver seat, lively and spirited like nothing had happened, and I sat 
staring straight ahead, speechless. 
 He is jobless, on disability because of his disease, and he takes a bus to clinic. When we 
talk, we try not to worry each other, but sometimes our weight is heavier than the ground around 
us, and we get low. 
 “You are often the reason I haven't killed myself,” he tells me sometimes. 
 “My health bothers me, but I will be alright,” he tells me other times. 
 “I am fine, just a little stressed,” I say. 
 I don't tell him how often I picture my own death, not in an active, sensible scenario, but 
literally in pictures: I swing from the staircase, I drive off a bridge, I eat a gun. Death invades my 
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brain not in definitions or what-ifs, but in intrusive images that won't disappear. I have never 
seriously entertained suicide, but when I get low, my brain seems to like to dramatize the 
possibilities. 
 He called me recently to tell me that an old friend of his had killed himself. It hurt my 
father that they hadn't been close recently, and he speculated about why his friend might do such 
a thing: 
 “He didn't use to seem to depressed. Maybe he was depressed. I don't know.” 
 “Maybe it was a woman. Maybe a woman broke his heart. I wish I knew.” 
 “I wish I could have been there.” 
 Maybe some people just get tired of worrying and thinking about death and decide to just 
get it over with. I don't know. I wish I knew. 
 I don't tell him how much I drink. It is social lubrication as much as it is self-medication. 
The truth is that I do like my life, and if the glue holding it all together is gone, my millions of 
cells will fall apart. If I move one piece, the whole house of cards will come tumbling down.  
 I know he worries, anyway, silently, about his blood in my veins, his blood diluted, my 
blood diluted.  







“Can you knit me a bridge to Boston?” I asked. 
 Over the miles, my voice reached the ear on the other end of the line. I pictured stray red 
hairs being tucked behind it as she put the phone to her ear. 
 “I can try,” she said, and she did. The scarf was a behemoth, almost big enough to be 
considered a blanket, and I wrapped myself in it most nights as if that’s exactly what it was. In 
the hills of Geneseo, from my dorm room overlooking the valley, I wore my scarf like a cape as I 
sat in the window and watched darkness creep in, like some lovesick demented superhero villain. 
A fallen angel. Her very own Lucifer. 
 The scarf was a memento, though there was nothing yet to memorialize, and so it was 
that she hopped out of my crumbling 1990 Oldsmobile with the temperamental digital 
dashboard. It was her scarf that she threw behind the back wheels as I spun the tires into futility 
for traction over the ice, for a bridge out of my rut. 
 
 The first night I spent at Carolyn’s house was in a bedroom with a bunch of our mutual 
friends while she slept next to the rest of them in another room. Her house was a social place, a 
big place, in the middle of Clarence, New York. The neighborhood is practically a Who’s Who 
of doctors and lawyers. Her house was actually on the smaller side, utterly spotless despite the 
foot-traffic of her friends and her sister’s friends, but her parents were cool like that. 
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 It was the first night I’d spend there and the last, a rare night where I didn’t wash my 
makeup off or worry about my contacts or my keys or my 10 a.m. shift at the theater. The whole 
bunch of us had gone to Club Marcella’s and danced our seventeen-year-old asses off, some 
legally, some of us with fake I.D.s and mixed drinks. 
 I don’t remember who else was there but I remember when she grabbed my arm and 
locked eyes with me. Now, when I dream of her, it’s not of when we were in love or even when 
we were out of love, it’s mostly of her eyes, and how I can’t quite get them to focus on me, to 
stay on mine long enough. 
 I sometimes wish that I could no longer remember our first date, but I have a feeling that 
if I lived to be one hundred years old, I’d still remember every detail in heartbreaking high-
definition. It was at least a year after that night I spent at her house, and her parents had moved to 
Atlanta, where she’d someday move, and where I’d someday end up. 
 Was it a date? I wasn’t even sure, as I picked her up outside of her grandparents’ house 
outside of Buffalo. If it wasn’t a date then I wouldn’t be nervous, but I was nervous anyway, and 
had done a shot or two in anticipation. We drove to the Roxy, and sometimes it fries the circuits 
in my brain to think about the history we made there. Not a history you’d read about in 
textbooks, but our history. Our own story of growing up. 
 We sat together at the bar and bought each other drinks, which were brought to us by a 
beautiful tattooed Betty Page lookalike because that was and still is the Roxy. Carolyn put her 
hand down to pay and I put my hand over hers (this round’s on me) and let it linger there. She 
looked at my hand and looked back up at me, and I had her as much as she had me. I’d find out 
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later that, when I went to the restroom, she hurriedly called her best friend to tell her how much 
she wanted to kiss me and to ask whether or not she should just hurry up and do it. 
 She did. 
 We made it to the dance floor, and when our eyes locked, I remembered Club Marcella 
and how strange and far away it all seemed. When we kissed, I threw my arms around her, and 
she was very forward: 
 “I just want to put my arms around you tonight. I just want to hold you.” 
 I took her home and we didn’t wait for anyone to tell us to take it slow, to age, to wise up. 
We came together and then we were together, for the rest of our college years, I in Geneseo, NY, 
and she in Boston. 
  
 When I started college, I roomed with my high school best friend. Ashley had braces 
through high school, blonde hair, and a naiveté that could have been endearing had I not been her 
first roommate experience outside of her family. By freshman year, our friendship was already 
over, though it would take another couple of years for us to really realize it. 
 What had she done to offend me so? 
 She was my crutch. I came out my junior year of high school, right around the time I got 
my first girlfriend. Ashley and I shared intimate secrets, we whispered, we laughed. We had 
something that no one else could understand, and we fed the rumor mill gleefully – she because 
it made her feel different and interesting and bad, and I because it made me feel like I had a 
companion, a comrade, an ally. 
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 We didn’t date. We kissed in the girls’ room once in high school, the tiny block window 
opened by the smokers a foot above our heads in the concrete wall. We kissed because it made 
her feel different and interesting and bad. We kissed because it made me feel powerful. 
 She was my crutch, and I spent nights at her house planning the conquest of my first love, 
while she chattered about boys. My first love was a cheerleader, boring and average by my 
standards today; a fucking earth-mover by my standards then. Ashley was my sounding board, 
the critic of my bad poetry, the one who bore the brunt of my otherwise unrequited love, and I 
was more than happy to listen to her chatter, boys and boys and boys and boys.  
 She was friends with Carolyn before I was friends with Carolyn, and she seemed shocked 
when we started dating, hunched over her computer in our dorm room, her fingers frozen in the 
air above the keyboard, her desk lamp lighting her face from below. 
 “Carolyn? My Carolyn?” 
 “Yes, well… she’s not yours, but yes.” 
 “I didn’t know you liked her. She has a weird face, don’t you think?” 
 If that was her assessment, I didn’t care. Carolyn wasn’t very beautiful in a modern sense, 
but she had a classic, European look to her, probably due to her French father, and I came to 
appreciate it very much. She had a strong jaw and large eyes, a small forehead and a freckled 
complexion.  
If Ashley thought she had a strange face, then I thought it was strange that they had 
nicknames for each other; an inside joke of which I was on the outside. Poppy. Banana. There 
were rumors about them just as there had been rumors about Ashley and me; whispers between 
mutual friends, which I denied. 
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 Ashley and Carolyn? No. 
 Are you sure? Because I heard… 
 Never! I’d know about it. 
 After all, Carolyn denied it herself. So it came to be that, after six months of dating, we 
were lying in bed one night, holding each other, my mouth next to her freckled ear (I love you, I 
love you, I love you so much) when she suddenly burst into tears. 
 “I’m sorry,” she said, “I lied to you, and I’m sorry.” 
 It wasn’t that it had happened, or even that they had both lied about it – it happened well 
before we happened. There was no cheating, no infidelity. It wasn’t even that, after emotions 
took over reason and made my mouth say Get out, she called Ashley for comfort – it wasn’t even 
that which made me hate and rage and fume. It was that Ashley had taken something that 
belonged to me, a part of my identity that I wanted all to myself. 
 “It’s over, it’s been over, none of it matters anymore,” they swore to me, and we all three 
healed, except I only pretended. 
 Ashley went back to boys and boys and boys and there were plenty of new ones; we were 
in college after all. I went back to my long-distance relationship with Carolyn, and we saw each 
other as often as possible by way of her mother’s employment with an airline. 
 If we ever thought a relationship was supposed to be love notes and teddy bears and 
butterflies, we confirmed this absurdity to each other. We fought hard about exes, about visits, 
about other women that may or may not have wanted our affections, and when we were done, we 
made up even harder. We couldn’t live without each other, though we lived without each other 
almost every day. 
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 Meanwhile, Ashley fell for a guy named Nick, a tall, handsome, dimpled Italian. They 
flirted, but didn’t date, though it wasn’t for lack of trying on her part. He’d come to our place 
with a six-pack and they’d play video games, her leg over his, sneaking glances in his direction.  
 Did I consciously see my target in his body language, in the way he turned his torso 
toward me when we all stood drinking beers and doing shots in our bright red kitchen with the 
black and white floor?  
 I was all made up then. I was dresses and make-up and long hair. I was tits and legs and 
tanning beds, jewelry and perfume and painted nails. That was the girl that I let Nick fuck that 
night, in my own bed, as the party went on downstairs, bass beats and laughter and glasses 
clinking. He fucked that girl and she fucked him, and then she put pajama pants on and passed 
out, and it wasn’t until the morning that she wondered if it hadn’t been a strange, distorted 
dream, wondered until the blood on her pants told her no. 
 What have I done? 
 Panic took over, and didn’t let up as I showered, brushed my teeth, went to work. 
 What had I done? 
 I should tell Carolyn. I couldn’t tell her. I’d have to tell her, they’d all know, all of my 
friends, all of their friends, they’d all know about this stupid boy and stupid girl that got drunk 
and fucked and didn’t care who they’d hurt. 
 At the theater, it finally overwhelmed me and I hid in a corner and cried into the sleeve of 
my red uniform polo shirt. My Carolyn, my sweet Carolyn. This would destroy her. This would 
destroy us. 
 What would I do? 
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 I waited until we were together, face-to-face, which happened to be a weekend where we 
could both be home in Buffalo, away from the parties and the booze and the knowing looks. At 
my home in Buffalo, I sat her down: “I have to tell you something.” 
 I could read the twist of her stomach in the lines on her face. 
 “I slept with Nick,” I said. “I was drunk. I don’t remember much.” 
 “You were drunk,” she sobbed. 
 “I was drunk. I don’t remember much.” 
 “You were raped,” she said, wanting to believe that better. 
 “I was drunk,” I tried again. 
 “You were raped, then?” 
 I looked at her, blue eyes turning bluer in her reddening face, wiping snot away with her 
hand. It was hard to feel anything at all. I shut all the feeling down before it left my brain and 
reached my heart and caused an explosion. 
 “No. I wasn’t raped.” 
 She stayed with me, that night, and for many more nights, and I don’t really know why. I 
was sorry, but I wasn’t really sorry enough, not in retrospect, not now from my grown-up 
perspective. That night, and many more nights, she woke up crying intermittently, and I’d hold 
her and apologize and immediately fall back asleep, whether she did or not, and that’s how I 
slept through the night. 
  
 When I remember her, I think of her eyes, and how I can’t get them to stay on mine long 
enough. I remember her best on our trip to France. It wasn’t the day before my birthday or the 
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day after my birthday, but my actual God-given birthday, twenty-three years after the date of my 
birth. 
 It was my birthday and I was in a boat on the Seine. The Eiffel Tower was glowing, 
ablaze with billions of sparkling lights, visible for miles. I had never been on the Seine, nor had I 
seen the Eiffel Tower in person, but that night it was a candle, and the Seine was my cake. She 
brought me there that night because it was my birthday. 
 The boat approached an ornate bridge. If you kiss your lover under the Pont Marie, she 
told me, your love will last forever. She took my hand. Happy birthday, she said, and leaned 
toward me. 
 I hesitated. We passed under the bridge, and the moment was gone. Her eyes focused on 
mine for a minute, defeated, and then she looked away. 
 We had better moments in Paris, in the  museums, at the cafes, dining under a European 
twilight, and in the gardens of Versailles, and even later back home in America, we had better 
moments all the way up until we packed our belongings and sealed off our apartment in memory 
for good, one of us saying goodbye and meaning it and never looking back, the other saying 
goodbye and never really meaning it, saying goodbye but spinning her wheels, flinging regret 
like mud into the air, an aura of dirt, birthday after birthday, no knitted bridge to cross over the 
ice. 
 I try not to remember the last time I saw her. It was one year, seven months, and three 
days after our breakup. We left the apartment we shared in Atlanta in a chaotic mess of boxes 
and newspaper, glass things wrapped carefully while the home around them broke apart. We 
decided that it would be best for us both not to speak for awhile. 
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 “I sincerely want to be friends with you someday,” she said, and I believed her. 
 I didn’t see her, then, for one year, seven months, and three days. I didn’t call or text. I 
didn’t email or write. I wanted to give her the space she desired. 
 That space suddenly seemed enormous, one night, despite our proximity. It was May, and 
in Atlanta, that means it’s already summer and ceiling fans push lazy humidity around 
apartments too cheap to turn on the air conditioning. I was in such an apartment for a party 
thrown by a friend of a friend. There were only about a dozen people there, and three of them sat 
in the kitchen under a bare hanging bulb. I pulled a sweaty beer from the six-pack I had brought 
and popped it open. 
 How could it be that, in a place that is home to almost a half million people in its city 
proper and over five million in its sprawling, crawling metro area, the tiny party I ended up at 
that night with its dozen people and their dozen beers would host the one person whose name 
still would not roll off my tongue without a missed heartbeat in my chest? 
 “Carolyn,” I said, as she was suddenly next to me, pulling a beer out of the ice chest in 
the kitchen. 
 “Hi,” she said. “You cut your hair.” 
 I stared at her. “You look thin,” I said, because “you look thin” is the kind of shit girls 
say when they have nothing else to say. 
 “You’ve seen me thinner,” she said, popping open her beer. 
 I began to sweat to mimic my beer, and the condensation on us all made the room and the 
city and the world seem smaller. 
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 “What’s new?” I asked, and what she said next was so absurd that I thought I must not 
have heard correctly. 
 “I’m engaged.” 
 “Excuse me?” 
 “I’m engaged. I’m getting married.” 
 One year, seven months, and three days of apologies and amends, of mea culpas and 
missed stories, of words of friendship saved for later had clogged in my throat and, as a result, 
nothing came out of my mouth. 
 “Well, I’ll be around,” she said. “Talk to you later,” she said, and walked away. 
 Memories work this way: Details are significant only when they contribute to creating 
significant memories. Everything else becomes backdrop – a dark theater for tiny moments to 
take stage. Stark spotlight against dusty curtain. I don’t know what Carolyn was wearing or what 


















One More Lie 
 
 “Fuck!” Faith cried, watching blood well up from where broken glass penetrated her foot. 
She balanced on her other foot, leaning against the kitchen counter. The dim morning light 
coming in through the dirty window illuminated the shards of a smashed beer bottle on the floor. 
 She hopped over the glass, drops of blood smattering the floor behind her, and pulled a 
broken broom out from behind the refrigerator. With a couple of quick sweeps, she pushed the 
glass into the corner of the kitchen, her blood mixing with the dirt on the floor and leaving 
behind muddy brown trails. She grabbed a rag from the counter and sat down to wipe off her 
foot. 
 Things had gotten rowdy last night.  
 Trash littered the courtyard that connected the apartments. Cigarette butts and empty cans 
of Budweiser floated listlessly in a pink plastic baby pool. Faith waited until her mother started 
taking deep drags off the bright orange end of a roach clip before helping herself to beer. “Not 
too much, Faith,” was all Sheela said as she exhaled smoke through her gray teeth, her mouth in 
a mock grin. 
 Now, all Faith wanted to do was go back to bed and sleep off her headache. She didn’t 
like school much, but if she kept skipping, they might try to fail her out again and then Sheela 
would really kick her ass. 
 She left the house wearing what she had worn the night before – a tight tank top and 
cutoff shorts – and the chilly spring morning bit at her skin. Even at thirteen, she knew to flaunt 
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what she had. Sheela knew so many men, and they had started noticing Faith in the last year or 
so as her body filled out. They began to give her beer over her mother’s protests. They all 
laughed when one of them invited her to sit on his lap. She had given her first bee-jay to a guy 
named Willy who had slept with her mother later that night. It gave her a little thrill of 
satisfaction that he wanted her first, sneaking her off to the bathroom while everyone else got 
high downstairs. 
 “Damn,” she said, rubbing the chill from her arms. 
 She walked up to the bus stop. Samantha Harris and Teena Slinski were already waiting 
there. 
 “Decided to leave the trailer park today?” Samantha said, eyeing Faith’s chest. 
 “I don’t live in a goddamn trailer park.” Faith ran her hands over tank top. She wasn’t 
wearing a bra. “My boyfriend is busy today so I came to school.” 
 “Oh, really? You have a boyfriend? What’s his name?” 
 “A.J.” 
 “A.J.? What’s that stand for?” 
 “A joke,” Teena said. The two laughed. 
 “Aaron Junior,” Faith said, “He’s named after his father. I would have been named after 
my father if I was a boy. But Daddy always tells me how glad he is that he got a girl.” 
 The girls stopped laughing and shared a look. 
 “You don’t have a boyfriend,” Samantha said. “You’re lying about that just like you lie 
about everything else. Everyone knows how you lie.” 
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 “I bet her mother ain’t even a flight attendant, the way she’s always bragging about it,” 
Teena said. 
 “She ain’t a flight attendant. She’s a stripper at the Tally-Ho two exits up I-5. My brother 
seen her there.” 
 “No, she’s a flight attendant,” Faith said. “And my boyfriend has a real big dick.” 
 “Whatever,” Teena said, and rolled her eyes.  
 “I bet if you did have a boyfriend, your mother would fuck him,” Samantha said. 
 “You best stop talking shit.” Faith pretended to study the cut on her foot. 
 “Or what?” 
 Faith ignored her as the bus rolled up. Gray Rock Middle School sat near the border of 
the town of Tiorunda and the Seneca Nation Reservation in upstate New York, about an hour 
southwest of Buffalo. A main interstate road connected the lakeside beaches to the shabby 
pockets of neighborhoods that grew out of the weeds. Faith fantasized about getting married and 
buying a beachside home so she could stare out at the lake all day. 
 She didn’t feel too young for sex, but some girls at Gray Rock were getting pregnant at 
just thirteen and she didn’t want a baby yet. And she sure as hell didn’t want a baby daddy.  
 Her own Daddy hadn’t been around when she was born, and her mother would tell her 
little else other than that he was a piece of shit and they didn’t need him. But, Sheela seemed to 
think all men were pieces of shit. She had a new boyfriend every few months or so, and he would 
always move in until Sheela kicked him out when they started fighting. Right now, it was a man 
named Chuck who had thick glasses and a pretty stupid mustache and rode a motorcycle. He had 
yet to move in but Faith found more and more of his stuff lying around their place. 
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 Faith figured Sheela probably kicked her Daddy out over something dumb. She didn’t get 
along with other people very well. All you had to do was make her mad when she was in the 
right mood and… 
 “See ya,” Faith muttered, her breath fogging up the window of the school bus. 
 The twenty minute bus ride spanned the Gray Rock school district along Interstate 5 and 
went straight through the middle of downtown Tiorunda, which was really just a Tops grocery 
store, a gas station, a couple of bars, and a few diners and smoke shops owned by some of the 
Seneca Indians. An auto shop sat adjacent to the gas station, and this morning, a man was out 
front at work on an old Trans Am. 
 The bus stopped for the light at the intersection in front of the gas station. Faith studied 
the man working on the car, admiring his broad back and slightly sunburned neck.  
 He turned suddenly and looked at the bus where Faith’s forehead was pressed up against 
the window. His eyes were blue and he had thick black hair and a mustache. Her stomach flipped 
when they made eye contact, and he turned back to the vehicle, his hands under the hood and 
grease up to his elbows. 
 The light turned green and the bus pulled away with Faith straining to see him for as long 






When Faith got home from school, Nana was sitting up on her fold-out, watching the television 
with the volume cranked loud. The old woman’s arthritic hand was curled around a glass of 
whiskey. 
 “Hi, Nana. Where’s Mama?” Nana didn’t answer, and didn’t appear to notice Faith until 
she crossed in front of the television. 
 “How was school, honey?” She said loudly. Her lips smacked below her purple nose. 
 “You can’t hear for shit,” Faith said. 
 “Good girl,” Nana said, and turned back to the television. 
 When Sheela came home with two bags of groceries, Faith began to dig through the bags. 
 “Fix yourself something to eat tonight,” Sheela said. “I have to go to work a little early.”  
 Faith pulled the frozen dinners out of the bags, and stacked them next to the sink. 
“Mama, I want to go on a plane with you.” 
 “Someday, baby. I told you it costs a lot of money.” Sheela pulled a fresh pack of 
cigarettes out from the grocery bag. “I have to hurry and get ready for work.” 
 Faith followed her mother into the bathroom. Sheela turned on her curling iron and began 
to put a lavender-colored shadow on her eyelid.  
 “Mama, why don’t you wear a uniform to work?” 
 Her mother looked at her through the bathroom mirror without pausing. “You’ve asked 
me that before, Faith. I change at work.” 
 “Why don’t you change here? Wouldn’t that be easier?” 
 “No. We’re not allowed to be seen in our uniforms when we’re not working.” 
 “Oh.” Faith picked up the eye shadow. “What was my dad like?” 
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 Sheela stopped and turned from the mirror. “God, you’re gabby tonight. Why are you 
asking about him? He’s a piece of shit who don’t want you. That’s all you need to know.” 
 “Mama, do you have nightmares?” 
 “No, baby. Now let me get ready for work.” 
 Mama picked up her curling iron and it hissed when it touched her damp hair. 
 Faith went into her bedroom and put on her headphones. She let herself fall backwards 
into bed and closed her eyes. 
 Papa was a rolling stone, the Temptations said in her ears. Wherever he laid his hat was 
home.  
 “See you in the morning, baby.” Sheela poked her head into the room. Faith turned up the 
volume and pretended not to hear.  
 And when he died, all he left us was alone. 
 
 Sometime later, Faith opened her eyes to stare at the slightly open window next to her 
bed, a gentle breeze stirring the yellowing sheet that hung across the glass. She slid her open 
hand across the inside of her thigh and thought about the man she had seen at the shop that 
morning. She thought about his dark hair and his thick forearms, covered with auto grease. His 
pubic hair was probably just as thick and dark, and the thought of his dick made her belly burn 
again. 
 What if her Daddy looked like that? 
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 Her heart beat faster. No matter what Sheela said, she had a feeling her Daddy would be a 
real man. If only he could meet her, he’d wrap his strong arms around her and take her 
somewhere special. 
 The breeze blew against the curtains a little harder and she felt herself carried away by 
the warmth of this thought. 
 The breeze blew the curtains toward her and beyond them she saw the face of the 
snapping turtle. 
 The snapping turtle stared at her, level with her bedroom window atop impossibly long 
legs. She knew if she ran, the snapping turtle would be at every window of their apartment. The 
snapping turtle would be waiting at the door. She knew that if she could just hide under the bed 
or below the window – anywhere out of its sight – she would be safe.  
 But she couldn’t move. Instead, she drifted out of sleep just as quickly as she drifted into 
it, and woke up with her head against her headboard and her arms squeezing her pillow. 
 She set her alarm and decided she’d go to school again the next day. 
--- 
“You’re getting in late,” Faith said, as her mother opened the door to the apartment. 
 “Business as usual, kiddo,” Sheela said, opening a soda and lighting a cigarette. She 
hunched over the kitchen table. Faith was washing down a bowl of cereal with a can of soda. 
“Better eat faster or you’ll miss the bus.” 
 “Yeah? What time does my bus come?” Faith looked at the large purple bruises on the 
inside of Sheela’s thigh below her short skirt. Her thighs were tiny and her skin had taken on a 
yellowish tone lately.  
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 “It won’t come soon enough if you keep up your smart mouth.” She exhaled smoke out 
of the side of her mouth and crossed her legs to hide the bruises. 
 “Is Chuck coming over tonight?” 
 Her mother stiffened. “I don’t know. I don’t feel like playing his games anymore.” 
 Sheela finished her cigarette and rose from the table. “I’m beat. I’m going to bed. I love 
you, baby.” She kissed her daughter’s forehead, and Faith smelled sweat and stale cigarettes. The 
snapping turtle pushed its way back into her mind, disproportionate and grotesque. 
 Faith slipped into the bathroom before leaving for school to put on some of her mother’s 
eye shadow and spray a little perfume. In front of the mirror, she sucked her cheeks in and 
pursed her lips. On the way to the bust stop, she fixed her bra to make her tits show over her tank 
top. 
 When the bus stopped in front of the gas station that morning, she abruptly stood up and 
walked to the front. 
 “Where you going?” The bus driver had hair dyed platinum blonde and drawn-on 
eyebrows. She could have been thirty or she could have been fifty, it was hard to tell. 
 “I’m sick, Nancee. Let me off or I’ll puke.” 
 “If you’re sick you can call your mother from school.” 
 “Mama is on a plane, she can’t come. I’ll have to walk home anyway. Don’t make me 
walk all the way from school when I feel like puking.” 




 Faith walked back in the direction of her house until the bus was out of sight. Then she 
turned around and went into the auto shop. 
 The man with blue eyes was eating an egg biscuit behind the counter. When he saw her, 
he put his sandwich down and cleared his throat. His hands were still black and dirty, and he 
wiped them on the front of his Buffalo Bills t-shirt. Faith figured him to be in his early thirties. 
 “You need something?” Bits of biscuit stuck to his mustache. Lou., his nametag read. 
 “My car broke down and I was wondering if you could give me a ride home.” 
 He looked at her for a minute without answering. “Where’s your car?” 
 “Down the road. I can take care of it. I just need to get home.” 
 “How old are you?” 
 “Eighteen.” 
 “I ain’t got no one else here until nine. I’ll take you home if you want to wait here for an 
hour.” 
 “Okay.” Faith took a seat on a plastic seat under a corkboard filled with fliers. 
 “What’s your name?” 
 “Faith.” 
 “Where do you live, Faith?” 
 “Just up I-5. Like ten minutes from here.” 
 He nodded, picking his sandwich back up. She watched his face as he chewed, his jaw 




 A short while later, an older, balding man walked in, his uniform shirt tucked in over his 
big belly. He grunted a hello to Lou and eyed Faith. 
 “I’m going to give this young lady a ride home, Ricky. I’ll be back in ten minutes.” 
 Ricky grinned and stood in front of her, his crotch level with her eyes. “You lost?” 
 “Car broke down,” she said, trying to meet his eyes. 
 “Don’t keep him long,” he said, still grinning. “I got a shop to run.”  
 Lou snickered. “Let’s go.” 
  He was silent on the drive as she gave him directions. They pulled up the driveway to 
her blocky, white apartment building. “Thanks,” she said, her heart beating quickly. 
 “Yeah.” 
 “You want to maybe come by later? We can have a few beers or whatever. I live with my 
mom but she won’t be around.” 
 He turned to look at her, squinting one eye slightly. “Sure, I ain’t got plans,” he said after 
a minute. She recited her phone number as he punched it into his phone. 
 Faith watched as Lou rumbled off in his pick-up truck. She waited for a minute before 
going into the house so the heat could drain out of her face. 
 She went inside and was surprised to see her mother awake in front of the television with 
a beer in her hand. Faith glanced at the clock. 
 “What are you doing home?” Mama looked at her, bleary-eyed. 
 “I wasn’t feeling well. I’m sorry. Don’t be mad.” 
 Her mother’s face cracked, and tears ran down her red face. “I’m so glad you’re here. 
Come sit with me, honey.” 
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 Faith took a tentative step toward her mother. “Are you okay?” 
 “We’ll be alright. We only need each other in this world. Don’t you forget that.” 
 Christ, Faith thought. This had something to do with Chuck. 
 Sheela pulled Faith toward her, and pressed her wet cheek against her daughter’s slender 
one. Her breath a cloud of booze, she said, “You think I’m pretty, don’t you?” 
 “Yes, Mama,” Faith said, tolerating her mother’s embrace. 
 “You love me, don’t you?” 
 “Yes, Mama. You know I want to be just like you when I grow up.” 
 Sheela sniffled. “Do you mean that?” 
 No. “Yes.” 
 “You don’t need any man to make you happy, you know that, right?” 
 “Yes.” 
 “Your mama is the only friend you need.” 
 “I know.” 
 “I need more sleep. I ain’t slept more than an hour.” 
 Faith got her mother a cold, wet rag to put on her head so she wouldn’t wake up with her 
face swollen from crying. Sheela stretched out on the futon, lying prone. Faith watched her fall 
asleep from the recliner, and as she began to drift off herself, her mother seemed to get smaller 




That night, after Sheela left for work and Nana was asleep, Faith opened the cabinet where her 
grandmother kept the whisky. She poured herself a small amount with some ice and tasted it. 
God, it tasted like shit. After dumping a can of cola into it, she tried it again. Much better. 
 As she put the whiskey back into the cabinet, headlights washed over her from the 
window. 
 “Hi,” Lou said when she answered the door. He had washed the grease off of his arms, 
but there was still grime under his fingernails. 
 “Hi.” She led him into the room and opened a beer for him. 
 He looked at her glass. “I’ll take what you’re having.” 
 “Okay.” She fixed him a glass of whisky with ice and pulled another can of soda from the 
refrigerator. 
 “No pop,” he said. 
 They sat down on the futon. It smelled of cat piss and cigarette smoke. 
 “Want a joint?” He asked her. 
 “Okay.” 
 Lou rolled one up and lit it. As they smoked, he leaned back, relaxing his shoulders. 
 “You live with your mother?” 
 “And my grandmother. But she’s asleep and can’t hear for shit.” 
 “You got a boyfriend?” 
 “No. Shit, it’s so hard to find a good guy.” 
 “What’s your mom do?” 
 Faith chewed on a piece of ice. “Umm, she’s a stripper.” 
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 “Your mother is a stripper?” He perked up. 
 “Yeah.” 
 “Where does she dance?”’ 
 “I think the Tally-Ho up on I-5. We don’t really talk about it.” 
 “Your mom strips at the Tally-Ho? Shit, who is she?” 
 “She uses the name She La La.” 
  “Your mother is She La La? Goddamn, girl, I know her!” 
 Faith said nothing while Lou laughed about this revelation. She took another hit off the 
joint. All of her senses felt bigger. Her voice sounded louder, as well, when she said: “Do you 
want to fuck me or not?” 
 He stopped laughing but the smile stayed on his face. “Why else would I be here?” 
 She led him into her room and shut the door behind her. Before she could take another 
step, he pressed her up against the door and started kissing her neck. His mustache tickled and 
she laughed, pushing him away. As she pushed, he caught her hand and pulled her onto the bed. 
 He undid his pants and his dick stuck out from wild black hair. 
 As she let him fuck her, his hands pinning her to the bed, a random memory surfaced. 
 She was a baby, no more than a year or so old. From her crib, she stared at a dim light in 
the corner of her room. Her nightlight. The tiny bulb was covered by a plastic turtle with an 
oversized head and a big, mischievous grin. She used to fall asleep staring at the turtle with her 
thumb in her mouth. On that night, a noise took her attention over to the window. 
 Faith watched as a man put his hands on the metal window sill and slid the glass pane up. 
He hoisted himself up through the window and then stood at the end of her crib. 
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 “Ain’t you sweet,” he said. 
 She didn’t answer. She was a baby, and didn’t have the words to ask this man who he 
was.  She didn’t even cry until he walked through her room and out her door and eventually she 
heard Sheela’s cries. 
 Then she cried because her mother cried. 
--- 
 
“Oh, no. Oh fuck, no.” 
 Faith was startled awake by Sheela’s voice. “Who the fuck are you? What the fuck are 
you doing in bed with my daughter?” 
 Lou sat up and rubbed his eye with his palm. “What?” 
 “I said, ‘Who the fuck are you?’” 
 “I’m Lou.” 
 “Mama, it’s okay,” Faith said. “He’s a good guy.” 
 “What the fuck are you doing in bed with my daughter?” 
 “Calm down,” Lou said, standing up and pulling on his pants. 
 “Don’t fucking tell me to calm down!” Sheela shrieked, her finger in his face. 
 He grabbed her arm abruptly and jerked it above her head. “I said, ‘Calm down.’” He 
stared into her face as she twisted in his grip. 
 “I’ll call the cops,” she whispered. Her jaundiced skin had gone a hot pinkish color. 
 “You’ll do no such thing.” He let go and she backed away, rubbing her arm. “I know you, 
She La La,” he said, pulling a pack of cigarettes out of his pocket. 
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 “Do you know how old my daughter is?” 
 He glanced back at Faith, who was covering herself with a blanket. “Eighteen?” 
 “Thirteen. She’s only thirteen.” 
 “Okay, thirteen.” 
 Sheela bit her lip. “I’ll call the cops,” she said again. 
 Lou put a cigarette in his mouth and lit it. “Come here,” he said, gesturing out of the 
room. 
 “No.” 
 “I said, come here. I just want to talk to you.” 
 Sheela followed. 
 Faith got dressed, not knowing what else to do. She listened for noise, and after a few 
minutes, heard the shower running. She crept out into the living room. Her mother was on the 
futon smoking a cigarette. Nana was on the recliner watching television. Neither of them looked 
up when Faith came into the room. 
 “Where’s Lou?” she asked. 
 “Taking a shower,” Sheela said, without looking up. 
 A minute later, Lou walked into the room, shirtless. “Bye, Faith. Bye, ladies.” 
 “Bye, Lou,” Sheela said. Faith just stared. 
 He left, and the room was quiet except for laughter erupting from the women on The 




Lou was a recurring presence at Faith’s house over the next few weeks. He’d show up before she 
got home from school and usually spend the night. At first, Faith was mad as hell when he 
started sleeping with Sheela. But eventually, it didn’t seem to matter much because he still kissed 
her on the lips and gave her long hugs where he’d rub her shoulders and her back. Once, after he 
moved in, he even came to her bed in the middle of the night when he was really drunk and 
Sheela was at work. 
 Sheela seemed at least content with the situation for the moment, if not quite happy. Faith 
enjoyed the peace for a little while, and didn’t tell her mother or Lou when she stopped her 
period. Worst case scenario, she wouldn’t start showing for another few months, and she’d deal 
with it then. Maybe things would work themselves out. And, in the meantime, if she called Lou 
‘Daddy,’ who cared? 





A Series of Many Summers 
fiction 
 
As Katherine Josephine sat waiting for her guest to arrive, she thought about how quickly the 
sunlight seemed to run out these days. 
 She caught her reflection in the window as she watched the deepening blue of the late 
afternoon sky. Patting the tight white curls on top of her head, she leaned a little closer toward 
her image in the window.  
 “Hmph,” she muttered, as her wrinkles appeared in the reflection.  
 Her ninety-two years had been mostly kind to her body and mostly good to her heart, but 
her age was evident in the subtle sagging of her features and the creases in her skin. 
 She perked up a little at the sight of two headlights coming down the street, but instead of 
slowing down and turning into her driveway, the car passed. 
 Was there anything left to do to prepare? She looked around her modest but comfortable 
home.  
 The dated, wood-paneled walls were covered with framed photographs. She took one 
down and hugged it close to her chest. It was a black and white picture – now mostly faded to 
brown – of her family outside of their home in western New York when she was about thirteen, 
before she became Katherine Josephine Rutka. 
 All eight of the Sobczak children – six brothers, one sister, and she, Katy Jo – were 
crowded around their parents. Mother was holding Clifford, who had a cranky look on his 
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chubby face as he peeked over his baby gown. The rest of the dark-haired lot stood around 
Wilhelm Sobczak, Jr., father of the clan, looking young but stern. 
 It wasn’t easy growing up as the child of second-generation working-class Polish 
Catholics. Love was tough and religion held absolute power. What was taught at Saint Mary’s 
school by nuns with wooden rulers was reinforced by Father at home with a leather belt. 
 She replaced the photograph and rubbed her knuckles. 
 Life was hard on her parents, too, she knew. With her sleeve, she gently rubbed the dust 
from the glass face of the photograph. 
i. 
Buffalo winters may be notorious for the snow, but it was the summers of her childhood that 
stood out the most in Katy Jo’s memory. 
 The summer of 1935 was no exception. In the July heat, made oppressive by the humidity 
of the lake, fifteen-year-old Katy Jo sat in the shade of a small tree that split the Sobczak yard 
from the neighboring yard.  
 The Sobczak children mostly stayed outside in the summers. The heat in their tiny, 
cramped home could be unbearable. All ten of them had shared a living space until her oldest 
brother, Will, got married and moved out. He and his wife lived several blocks away, in a home 
paid for by Will’s job at Bethlehem Steel, just like his father. 
 Will’s new home was by no means a mansion, but Katy Jo wondered what it would be 
like to have the extra space. She fantasized about having a room of her own, without the little 
ones crawling all over the place. 
 Loneliness, in her day, was a luxury. 
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 Her brother Dennis, unperturbed by the heat at five years old, was running in circles 
around the tree. He stumbled away from his last erratic circle around the tree and fell over on the 
grass. 
 “Don’t stop now, Dennis, I was enjoying the breeze!” 
 Dennis lifted his face from the grass. “I’m dizzy.” The boy’s face was flushed, and his 
dark hair stuck to his forehead. 
 “We better get you a glass of water.” She took his hand and led him inside the home. 
Katy Jo filled a glass with water for her little brother as her twin, Peter, walked through the door. 
 “Peter, you don’t look so well.” 
 “Just get me some water, too, would ya, Katy Jo?” 
 Katy Jo filled a glass for her twin brother. He put it to his lips, a slight shade of purple 
against his red skin. 
 “Did you finish delivering?” Katy Jo gestured at the messenger bag on his shoulder. 
Every penny the boys earned put food on the table. 
 “I can’t.” 
 “You can’t? What’s wrong?” 
 Peter seemed not to hear her and instead crossed his arms and started rubbing them. “I’m 
cold.” 
 “You’re cold? Peter, it must be ninety degrees outside!” 
 He looked at her, his eyes unfocused. He turned back around, out the door, into the 
sunshine. She followed him and sat next to him under the tree. 
 “I just don’t feel well,” he said. 
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 “Father is going to whip you when he finds out you didn’t deliver the papers!” 
 “I will, Katy Jo. I just need to sit a minute. Will you sit with me?” 
 “Alright.” 
 They sat in silence for a few minutes. A stray dog trotted by, its caramel-colored fur 
matted and dirty. It stopped in front of their house and sniffed at a bee that was hovering in the 
weeds. 
 “Don’t get stung, doggy,” said a small voice on Katy Jo’s left. Dennis had joined them, 
still shirtless, a glass of water in his pudgy hands. 
 The dog snapped at the bee, and trotted away when it buzzed off. She wondered if that 
particular stray stayed around this neighborhood, or if it was simply passing through. 
 Katy Jo sighed. As crowded as this place could be sometimes, it was nice to be able to 
account for everyone. She couldn’t put her finger on why, but it gave her comfort to know the 
role that everyone played in making their family function. Father was at the steel mill, working 
hard to be the breadwinner. Mother was resting, and soon she’d get up and have the girls help her 
prepare supper. The older boys worked, and the younger ones played. Even Will and his wife 
made frequent visits. Struggle, she felt, had made their family tighter. 
 In the sepia tones of this summer, she could see her future play out just like her mother’s 
had. She would be mother, caretaker, homemaker. She’d be wife. She was daughter. She was 
sister. 
 She reached for Dennis’s hand, and looked over at Peter.  
 Peter’s head had rolled to the side, and his face had gone white. 
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 Before her panic could set in, Katy Jo gently shook her brother’s shoulder. His head 
bounced limply on his neck, but his face was so peaceful. Her twin, her male counterpart, the 
man she’d be if God had rearranged things ever so slightly, looked content to be dead. 
 She wondered if death could be a luxury, too. 
 He knows his role, too, was the last thought to materialize from her cloud of shock, 
before the panic swept it away and she screamed for Mother. 
*** 
Katy Jo was still waiting for her guest as the late afternoon turned to dusk. She decided to take 
the memory of her dead twin out to the porch, where she could watch the day mark its end with a 
satisfying burst of color. She pulled a book from the shelf and went outside. A bright plastic pink 
flamingo stood on her lawn as a flamboyant reminder of her self-awareness; her place in 
Buffalo’s Polish-American community. 
 Life after Peter’s death may have, in some respects, become more difficult. Father may 
have leaned on the other boys a little harder to fill the place of their lost sibling, both as providers 
and as men. But the pragmatist inside of her knew that, as cold as the reality was, the loss also 
meant one less mouth to feed. 
 Her pragmatic side often won out over her romantic side, even as a child. Katy Jo’s one 
romantic vice, however, was literature. 
 She sat in the small plastic chair on her porch. It and its empty twin flanked a small, rusty 
table decorated with coffee mug stains. She set the book, a terribly worn copy of Mrs. Dalloway, 
down on the table while she lowered her tired body into the seat.  
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 She picked up the book and opened it to the first page. Mrs. Dalloway said she would buy 
the flowers herself. 
 Katy Jo had read the same line hundreds of times over the years, but for some reason, this 
evening, it struck her a little differently than any other time she had read it.  
 She glanced at her watch. She didn’t want to be knee-deep in the story when her guest 
arrived. But who knew how many more chances she’d get to read it? 
 She licked her thumb and turned the page as the daylight died around her. 
ii. 
Katy Jo’s swimsuit was a pale green and hugged her body as she lapped the pool at the Women’s 
Community Center. She reached the end of the pool and pulled herself up onto her forearms. She 
often times lamented her choice of swimwear, and today was one of those times. The pale, pea-
colored suit worked with the mahogany of her hair to make her feel as though she looked like a 
tree or a vegetable. The natural olive tones of her skin didn’t help. 
 In the summers following Peter’s death, Katy Jo had taken to swimming at the 
Community Center on mornings that she could get away from her chores. It was there that she 
met Mary Lou Liszki, the woman who introduced Katy Jo to literature and became a life-long 
friend. It took nearly the entire summer of 1937 for their paths to cross long enough for a 
conversation. 
 On the morning Katy Jo was feeling self-depreciative about her looks, a pretty girl 
showed up at the pool in a warm brown latex swimsuit. Its skirt accentuated her ample hips as 
her legs worked to tread water. As Katy Jo pushed herself through the water with a breaststroke, 
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she saw that the girl was pacing her. Each time she lifted her face to the side for breath, the girl 
had done the same, and they crossed the pool like this, in near-perfect unison. 
 The exertion made Katy Jo’s heart beat in her ears, but she continued on anyway. Each 
time they stopped at the end of the pool, their eyes met, and they pushed off together, pacing 
each other all the way. The fluidity of their movements through the water compelled Katy Jo to 
keep swimming, as their tandem glide made her feel like a part of something whole – the left fin 
of a fish that couldn’t possibly sustain its suspension without either of them. 
 Finally, though, Katy Jo reached the end of the pool and could swim no more. She 
climbed out of the pool, muscles burning, gasping and laughing at the same time. 
 The girl climbed out, too, and laughed. 
 “That was fun!” Katy Jo said, over the pounding of her heart. 
 “It was! I’m Mary Lou,” the girl said. 
 Katy Jo introduced herself. “We should push ourselves even harder next time.” 
 Mary Lou looked at her. Her eyes dropped quickly, appraising, and met Katy Jo’s again. 
“Yes,” she said. 
 For the next several weeks, they met at the pool on most mornings and raced themselves 
to exhaustion. 
 “Do you read?” Mary Lou asked her one morning. 
 “Not really,” Katy Jo said, thinking of her father’s passive disapproval of leisure reading. 
 “Have you heard of Virginia Woolf? You should read her sometime.” 
 “I’ve heard of her, yes.” 
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 The girls entered the changing area, where Mary Lou pulled a book out of her bag. Mrs. 
Dalloway, the yellow and black cover read. 
 “Keep it as long as you like.” 
 Katy Jo quickly fell in love with Clarissa Dalloway’s story in the following days. She 
read it at every opportunity and returned it to Mary Lou with a bit of sadness. “I wish I had time 
to read it again!” 
 “You know what? Just hang on to it. I’ve read it a dozen times already. If I want to read it 
again, I’ll just have to come see you, won’t I?” 
 “You had better!” Katy Jo said, as the girls linked arms and walked each other home. 
*** 
Katy Jo had kept the novel all these years as an implicit agreement of the girls’ friendship. They 
oscillated around Buffalo for most of their adult lives, sharing the births, marriages, and deaths 
among their families. Though it was typical of Buffalo’s Polish-American community to breed 
much but migrate little, Mary Lou never married. It wasn’t until the 1960s brought its era of free 
love and revolution that she finally admitted to Katy Jo that she was a lesbian. 
 With the book in her hand and the crickets chirping from underneath the porch, Katy Jo 
recalled how Mary Lou had told her. “You’re my Sally Seton,” she had said, and they both 
laughed at the shared reference. Katy Jo felt like she had probably admitted much worse to her 
own priest in the stuffy confessional at Saint Mary’s. Besides that, they had already been through 




 Even Katy Jo’s husband, George, whose politics had always been far right than those of 
Mary Lou’s, freely acknowledged the important role she had played in helping to raise their own 
children. George was a decorated veteran of World War II who could be stubborn and a bit of a 
pig at times. His war stories seemed to make him the authority on patriotism, and he dismissed 
anyone who disagreed with his views as un-American. 
 But when George passed at the age of seventy-five, Katy Jo knew that nothing in life had 
compared to nor prepared him for what happened on March 31, 1954. 
 A car pulled into her driveway, only to back out and turn around, but Katy Jo barely 
noticed. She put her book down and remembered. 
iii. 
As a young woman, Katy Jo loved her husband, but knew he was full of a lot of hot air. 
 That morning in March, he had hollered at her to iron the rest of his work shirts. George 
seemed to think that nothing got through to her until he raised his voice. She felt her temperature 
rise as he slammed the door when he left for work. 
 It wasn’t what he said; it was the way he said it. She turned the steam iron up to high 
heat. And the thing that grated on her nerves most is that he worried about Mary Lou’s influence 
on her. 
 She pressed the iron into his white shirt. “Why doesn’t she find a man to bother?” he said 
on one of the many Saturdays she stopped by. Mary Lou had gone to nursing school at the 
University at Buffalo and now worked weekdays as the nurse at Cedar Grove School, where the 
couple’s twelve-year-old and nine-year-old, Charlie and Billy, both attended. “If she got married, 
she wouldn’t need to work.” 
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 “Listen to you!” Katy Jo had said. “Where would your men be if the war nurses decided 
that they didn’t have to work?” 
 “Mary Lou,” he said, shaking his newspaper at her, “is not a war nurse.” 
 Katy Jo’s jaw clenched whenever she thought about it. Why did he have to be so hard on 
everyone? 
 She snapped out of her thoughts as the iron started smoking. “Just swell!” she shouted as 
she lifted the white shirt and looked at the iron-shaped scorch mark. 
 She abandoned the task and stepped outside for a cigarette. It was a cold spring day, and 
the ground was still covered with a few inches of snow. She sniffed and could still smell 
something burning. “Well,” she said, and lit her cigarette, preferring that smell.  
 Gradually, as she puffed, the burning smell intensified. Through the bare trees, she could 
see a thick, dark cloud of smoke rise against the white sky. She snuffed out her cigarette and 
stepped off the porch, ignoring the wet snow under her stockings. 
 A dark premonition pushed its way into her mind. She ran back up the porch, tripping on 
the last stair. Inside, she picked up the telephone. 
 “Operator? Get me the fire department.” 
 The line clicked. 
 “Fire?” a young man answered, as if it were a question. 
 “Yes, there seems to be a fire near the Cleveland Heights neighborhood.” 
 “Yes, ma’am, we’ve got every resource on the way to Cedar Grove already.” 
 “Cedar Grove? The school is on fire?” 
 “Ma’am…” He paused. “We better keep the line free.” 
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 She slammed the receiver down, her stomach twisting. She ran back outside, her feet 
cutting tracks through the soft snow. The smoke was thickening. 
 I have to call George, she thought, running back inside. 
 Katy Jo picked up the receiver and dropped it. She let out a little shriek as it banged 
against the floor, dangling from the cord. She didn’t waste another precious second picking it 
back up, and instead, ran back out the door. The school was only about three-quarters of a mile 
away. Forgetting a coat or shoes, she slammed the pavement, oblivious to the words she was 
repeating out loud as she ran, over and over:  
 “No, no, no, no, please, please, please, please…” 
 The chant was drowned out by the blare of sirens as not one or two but three fire trucks 
sped past her. 
 She reached the burning school, ignoring the hot stitch in her side. Her stockings were 
torn up from running them bare and tripping on the porch. The fire was consuming the annex 
between the two main brick buildings. The wooden structure had been built to accommodate the 
recent influx of residents in the district. 
 “No, no, no, no,” she mouthed, out of breath, wandering haphazardly through the crowd 
of people that had formed by onlookers, paramedics, and the people that were being evacuated 
from the buildings. Children were running in all directions as teachers tried to round them up for 
a headcount. Some of them vomited and some, bizarrely, seemed to be playing in the snow. The 
fire trucks had set up their water works and were spraying down the building when she arrived, 
but the fire still roared. 
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 As Katy Jo made her way through the crowd to the children, she realized that the children 
rolling in the snow had been badly burned. Tatters of clothing stuck to their skin. Their sobs 
shook her to the core, and she cried out, too. “Charlie!” she shrieked. “Billy!” 
 She wandered in a daze, stumbling her way through the chaos. “Charlie! Billy!” 
 She saw George pull up and park in the middle of the street, leaving his door wide open 
and sprinting toward her. “Katy Jo, where are the children? Where are the children, Katy Jo?” He 
reached her and shook her shoulders. He looked at the burning building, his eyes leaking 
steadily. 
 “George! Katy Jo!” It was Mary Lou. She had smears of blood and ash all over her 
uniform. “Charlie and Billy are alright! They’re alright, I sent them home. They’re walking 
home. Now you have to help or get out of the way.” 
 “How can we help?” 
 “Help the teachers get the younger children over to the high school. The older ones will 
be able to walk home.” 
 Mary Lou ran back toward the injured children. They watched as she scooped up a 
screaming child and carried him toward an ambulance. 
 Hours later, when the fire fighters had worked the blaze down to a wet smolder and most 
of the uninjured children had been retrieved by their parents, Katy Jo and George drove home. 
 The children ran up to them when they opened the door. 
 “Mom! Dad! There was a fire!” 
 “The school was on fire!” 
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 Katy Jo collapsed onto the sofa in exhaustion. George stared at his children as they 
shouted over one another about the fire. He walked over to the ironing board and picked up his 
scorched shirt. 
 “Sorry,” Katy Jo said, wheezing. 
 He dropped the shirt and turned to look at his family, the children still shouting. 
 George fell to his knees in front of the sofa. In one arm, he grabbed Billy, and in the 
other, Charlie. As he leaned against his wife, he began to sob loudly. The sight of their father 
crying was enough to silence the children. 
 They stayed that way for a while, crying, embracing each other as the smell of smoke 
dissipated in the air. 
*** 
Fifteen children perished as a result of the fire at Cedar Grove in 1954. Many more were severely 
wounded or traumatized in some way. The tragedy sparked building code changes across the 
nation and in the state of New York in particular. 
 After the fire, Katy Jo recalled, George was just as much of a loud-mouth as he always 
had been, though Mary Lou’s heroics at the school seemed to shut him up on the subject of her 
lifestyle. 
 Katy Jo, smiling at the thought of her good friend, watched as a car pulled up the 
driveway. An older gentleman got out. 
 “Hello, what can I do for you?” she said, still smiling, as he walked up the driveway. 
 “Mum,” he said, pausing at the steps. “It’s me. Billy.” 
 “Billy is just a boy!” she laughed. 
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 He climbed the steps and took the seat next to her. The legs of the plastic chair bowed 
slightly under his weight. He picked up Mrs. Dalloway. “Missing Mary Lou again?” 
 “Mary Lou will be here any minute!” But even as she said it, she knew that wasn’t right. 
Who had she been waiting for? “I have a guest coming any minute.” 
 “I think I’m your guest, Mum. Sorry to disappoint you.” 
 She looked at him and slowly recognized him as Billy. It didn’t shock her when this 
happened; it was just knowledge to which she gradually circled back around. 
 “Ah,” she sighed. 
 “I don’t guess you did any packing,” Billy said. 
 “Packing?” 
 “Yes, you’re coming to stay with Rita and me, remember?” 
 “Ah.” 
 “That’s okay, I’m spending the night anyway and I can help you with your things 
tomorrow.” 
 “Have you ever read Mrs. Dalloway, Billy?” 
 “Yes, Mum. I’ve read this copy,” he said, grinning and shaking the book. “Dozens of 
times. You made me read it as a boy and I’ve loved it since then.” 
 They sat for a bit as the summer evening cooled off. A motorcycle engine bounced its 
growl around the neighborhood from a few blocks away. 
 “Let’s get you to bed, Mum.” 
 “I think I’ll get to bed myself.” She paused. “I want to read for a little while.” 
 “Okay. I’m going to lie down. I’ll check on you in a bit.” 
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 Katy Jo read until her eyes wouldn’t stay open. Her head began to nod as the book fell to 
her lap. She started once, sure there was something she needed to do, but her eyes were so heavy. 
 I’ll just have to pack my things tomorrow, she thought, and drifted off. 
 
 
	   	  
